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Introduction
Knowledge is defined as “justified true belief” of a reality by 

Plato but it is more than presenting a reality. It is collected concepts, 
relationships and actions which are viable to attain desired goal [1]. 
Knowledge resides in individual human mind developed through 
long term memory based on the self-constructed environment [1]. 
Knowledge can be differentiated into two types: tacit and explicit 
Polanyi [2]. Nonaka and Takeuchi [3] defined explicit knowledge 
as articulated knowledge and tacit knowledge as non-articulated 
knowledge and developed the SECI model to convert tacit knowledge 
into explicit knowledge which initiated to emerge the field of knowledge 
management.

Knowledge management is recently emerged discipline of explicit 
area. It is a collaborative and integrated approach of creation, capture, 
organization and application of intellectual asset [4]. Knowledge 
management is the process of managing the human centered 
knowledge. Knowledge management processes can be categorized 
into four main processes: knowledge creation, knowledge storing, and 
knowledge sharing and knowledge application.

Knowledge is a valuable economic [5] and social resource and 
intellectual property as well which resides, store and holds by human 
minds. As knowledge resource is created and holds by individual 
human beings so individuals play the role of knowledge holders. 
Identity theory can helps to explain the individual role as a knowledge 
holder and his knowledge sharing behavior. Identity theory focuses 
on three levels to explains or define the identity: individual/personal 
identity, relational/role identity and collective/social identity [6]. So to 
better understand the identity of knowledge holder, it is need to see the 
identities associated with knowledge holder individual at these three 
levels.

Knowledge processes of creation, sharing and application at 
individual level are affected by many internal and external factors but 
in this paper I categorized these all factors into three main categories: 
personal factors, social factors and economic factors. In this paper, 

I discussed the three processes of knowledge by knowledge holder 
and examined the effect of knowledge holder identities and factors 
influencing the behavior of individual and developed a conceptual 
framework to better understand the entire procedure executing by 
individual knowledge holders.

Definition of Knowledge
It is bit difficult to define knowledge in a broader accepted 

definition. First knowledge was described philosophically by Plato as 
“justified true belief” which is required feature for knowing the reality. 
But knowledge is more than representing the reality. Knowledge is a 
collected concepts, relationships and actions which are viable to attain 
desired goal [1]. Knowledge at individual level is the content of human 
mind developed through long term memory which are based on the 
self-constructed environment that vary person to person [1].

The study of Knowledge management remained more focused on 
the concept and processes of knowledge at organizational level rather 
than individual level. But individual knowledge is prerequisite and 
foundation for the creation of organizational knowledge. Individual 
knowledge has same psychological functioning and mental capabilities 
as organizational knowledge and capable to enhance organizational 
learning as well by capturing the central role in the process of 
organizational knowledge [1]. So to better understand the processes 
of knowledge management, it is essential to consider the knowledge 
processes at individual level in social context beyond the organization.
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Sometimes, actions are performed but individuals are unable 
to explain those actions similarly some time individual can explain 
actions but unable to perform them. This phenomenon was explained 
by Polanyi [7,8] as non-articulated and silent dimension of knowledge. 
Spender [9] explained the knowledge as implicit (shaped by actions) 
and explicit (formed through communication). Further, Polanyi 
[2] differentiated knowledge as tacit and explicit on the bases of 
“knowing” and “known”. Nonaka and Takeuchi [3] defined explicit 
knowledge as articulated knowledge and tacit knowledge as non-
articulated knowledge and developed the SECI model to convert tacit 
knowledge into explicit knowledge which initiated to emerge the field 
of knowledge management.

Methodology

Ackoff [10] proposed hierarchal pyramid of knowledge which 
convert data into wisdom through a hieratical procedure. Pyramid 
illustrate that data is basic element which generate information and 
information leads to create knowledge which further develop wisdom.

Tuomi [11] countered the traditional view of knowledge pyramid 
and argued that data doesn’t provide the foundation for the generation 
of information, knowledge and wisdom. Data is not collected in vacuum 
away to human efforts and human understanding with its knowledge 
and wisdom guides to collect specific required information. Collected 
data is based on facts relevant to our understanding, basic knowledge 
and wisdom. According to this view hierarchy of knowledge will be top 
to bottom rather than bottom to top (Figure 1).

Knowledge management

Knowledge management is recently emerged discipline of explicit 
area and a well-known term defined as a process to identify, organize 
and manage knowledge resources [12]. It is a collaborative and 
integrated approach of creation, capture, organization and application 
of intellectual asset [4]. Knowledge management is the process of 
managing the human centered knowledge in different ways. It is 
involved with creating, acquiring, storing, sharing and using/applying 
the knowledge which enhance individual level performance [13,14].

Knowledge management processes

Knowledge management is defined as the process of managing the 
knowledge as knowledge is a process. Davenport et al. [15] proposed 

four key processes to manage the knowledge: exploring or finding 
the existing knowledge, new knowledge creation, storing or packing 
that created knowledge and application of existing knowledge. Alavi 
[16] presented seven processes of knowledge management which are 
knowledge creation, knowledge application (within the organization), 
knowledge exploitation (outside the organization), knowledge sharing, 
and knowledge encapsulation, knowledge sourcing and learning. 
But Teece [17] concluded the management into eight processes: 
new knowledge creation, accessing knowledge from outsourcing, 
application of knowledge, embedding knowledge, knowledge 
presentation, promoting knowledge growth culture, transformation of 
knowledge, measurement of knowledge value.

Another study on knowledge management processes [18] 
categorized ten processes for managing knowledge: knowledge 
creation, finding internal knowledge, acquiring external knowledge, 
having or owning knowledge, knowledge processing, knowledge reuse, 
knowledge application, knowledge updating, internally knowledge 
sharing and externally knowledge sharing. By considering these all 
studies, knowledge management processes further can be categorized 
into four main processes: knowledge creation, knowledge storing, 
knowledge sharing or transformation of knowledge and knowledge use 
or application.

Knowledge creation: Knowledge creation is a process of improving 
and extending the existing level of tacit and explicit knowledge [19]. 
Nonaka [20] discussed the social aspects of knowledge creation with its 
tacit and explicit dimensions. According to Nonaka’s model, knowledge 
is created, shared, improved and justified through the individual’s 
cognitive and their social and collaborative processes. He identified 
the four modes of knowledge creation (socialization, externalization, 
internalization, and combination) which involves the role of tacit and 
explicit dimensions and flow of knowledge from individual to group to 
organizations.

At socialization level, tacit knowledge is converted into 
new tacit knowledge involving social interactions and shared 
experiences. Combination mode refers to applying, merging and 
synthesizing existing explicit knowledge into new explicit knowledge. 
Externalization process involves in converting tacit of internalization, 
new tacit knowledge is created from explicit knowledge. These four 
modes or processes emphasize on conversion of existing knowledge 
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Figure 1: Knowledge hierarchy.
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into creation of new knowledge from one source (individual, group, 
and organization) and state (tacit and explicit) to another.

Nonaka and Takeuchi [21] argued that knowledge creation is 
associated with establishing organizational “ba”. Ba is defined as 
context, place and space which need to create knowledge. Knowledge 
creation models are corresponding to four types of ba: originating ba, 
interacting ba, cyber ba and exercising ba. Knowledge creation process 
begins with organizing ba which is a common place for face to face 
interactions of individuals to share experiences and it involves with 
socialization. Externalization mode is associated with interacting ba. 
Interacting ba is the space where tacit knowledge converts into explicit 
knowledge and shared through dialogues and collaboration among 
individuals. Cyber ba is a virtual space to interact and correspond 
to combination mode. Exercising ba refers to converting explicit 
knowledge into tacit knowledge for active and continuous individual 
level learning and involves with internalization mode. It is important 
to understand the characteristics of different types of ba and their 
relationships with different modes of knowledge creation [22] (Figure 2).

Knowledge storing: One important process in managing the 
knowledge is to store knowledge. It is empirically proved that 
organizations may forget the acquired knowledge if it is not stored 
or memorized properly for further utilization [23,24]. Storing or 
retrieving the organizational knowledge is named as organizational 
memory [25,26].

Knowledge can be stored in different forms like written documents, 
electronic database, and expert system based on codified human 
knowledge, organizational process and procedure and networking [27].

But usually big portion of explicit knowledge in organization 
is found in unstructured documents like memos, meeting notes 
and designs [28]. While discussing thee storage of knowledge, it is 
important to create a distinction between organizational and individual 
knowledge. Initially, individuals acquire and hold knowledge by using 
their brains and cognitive abilities. Further memory is developed on the 
base of their experience, observations and actions [29-31]. Individual 

memory embedded in people reflects their specific past experiences and 
collective or organizational memory includes individual’s memories, 
shared knowledge and interpretation from social interactions.

Stein and Zwass [26] defined organizational memory as “the means 
by which knowledge from the past, experience, and events influence 
present organizational activities”. Organizational activities are defined 
as planning, coordinating, organizing, controlling, decision making, 
problem solving and implementing decisions about production of 
product and service. Organizational memory is broader than individual 
including the organizational culture, transformation, structured norms 
and rules and ecology [25].

Organizational memory further can be categorized into two types: 
semantic memory and episodic memory [26,32]. Semantic memory 
is a general memory based on explicit and articulated knowledge and 
episodic memory is situated knowledge related to a specific context.

Knowledge sharing: Knowledge sharing is considered as one of 
the important processes in knowledge management processes [14]. 
Knowledge is transferred from one individual to another [33] in a 
deliberate process which makes knowledge reusable [34]. Through the 
knowledge sharing process, individuals exchange their knowledge (tacit 
and explicit) to generate new knowledge [35]. Knowledge sharing is a 
provision of information with collaborative purpose of helping others 
to resolve issues, generating new ideas and their implementation. The 
process of knowledge sharing occurs with written, verbal and non-
verbal communication through documentation, knowledge capturing 
and networking [36,37].

Usually terms of knowledge sharing, knowledge transformation 
and knowledge exchange creates confusion and seems and discussed 
as substitute but these are differ from each other. Knowledge transfer 
includes knowledge sharing, its acquisition and application and it is 
used to describe the flow of knowledge at organizational level [38]. 
Knowledge exchange remained in use identical with knowledge sharing 
but it includes knowledge seeking as well as knowledge sharing [39].

Knowledge sharing occurs at individual and organizational 

Figure 2: The concept of “ba”: Building a foundation for knowledge creation.
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levels. Literature examined the impact of organizational culture on 
knowledge sharing practices [40,41]. Taylor and Wright [42] proved 
that organizational culture which encourages innovation, new ideas 
and lesson learns from failure, has direct positive relation with effective 
knowledge sharing. Management support and attitude [43,44], rewards 
and incentives system [45-47] and less centralized organizational 
structure [48] are basic factors to develop and enhance knowledge 
sharing culture within the organization.

Individual level knowledge sharing is most important in 
organizational as well social context as knowledge resides and hold 
by individual human being. Individual ties with social network [49-
51], individual personality characteristics like their expertise and 
positive attitude [52], intentions and level of engagement [39,53] and 
knowledge sharing behavior [54] highly influence individual decisions 
of knowledge sharing.

Sense of knowledge ownership [52,55], perceived benefits and 
cost associated with knowledge [56,57], interpersonal trust and justice 
[58,59] and beliefs and attitudes of people [60,61] are other motivational 
factors influence the knowledge sharing behavior of individual in social 
and organizational context.

Knowledge application: The process of applying knowledge is most 
important part of knowledge management as attaining the competitive 
advantage for an organization is associated with the application and use 
of knowledge rather than having or storing knowledge. Development 
of collective minds and central memory system in an organization is a 
challenging task in applying the knowledge. Limited cognitive abilities 
prevent to transfer all knowledge to individuals and it is also difficult 
to determine that what knowledge is needed in which situation [62].

When knowledge is distributed among members within a time and 
space, knowledge begins to apply through its integration. Organizational 
capacity based on the individual efforts to integrate their specialized 
knowledge to create value through product and service by converting 
inputs into outputs [63]. He further described three mechanisms 
involves in knowledge integration to develop organizational capacity: 
(1) directives, (2) organizational routines and (3) and self-contained 
task teams. Specific standard, set of rules, instructions, process and 
procedures developed by converting tacit into explicit and integrating, 
are refers to “directives” [64]. Organizational routine is concerned with 
developing task performance, coordinating patterns, interactions and 
processes which make individuals able to integrate and apply their 
specialized knowledge without articulation. Routine mechanism can 
be occurred simple or highly complex due to difference in nature and 
context of routine activities. Third level of integration is concerned to 
create self-contained task team. Organizations may face the situations, 
when uncertain task and its complexity prevent the requirement of 
directives and organizations routine, self-contained team will resolve 
the issue. Coordination, collaboration and intense communication are 
required to resolve the team issues which are hidden in their frequent 
interactions and exchange of knowledge [62].

Identity Theory
Identity theory discusses the different roles associated with an 

individual and how individual generate and maintain meanings with 
these multiple roles. In identity theory self is exposed through social 
interactions and represented identities in that specific context. Identity 
theory emphasis (1) on the relationship among social structure, 
identities and behavior and how different identities are organized in 
salience hierarchy [65], (2) internal dynamics within the self-influence 
behavior [66-68] and (3) examining role identities.

According to identity theory, self is consisted of multiple identities. 
Individual contains different identities according to different position 
hold by him/her in a social structure [69]. Identities determine and 
regulate the behavior of individuals self, played role and social actions. 
Identities can be categorized into three types: person identities, role 
identities, and group Identities [70,71].

Individual/Personal identity describes the self-meaning of an 
individual that provide a sense of individuality like commitment, 
honesty, credibility or dominancy [72]. Role identities are defined as 
the meaning which an individual assign him/her-self while performing 
any role like father, student, teacher, etc. These meaning are emerged 
by individual assessment of role, culture and socialization. Relational/
Role identities are combination of shared and idiosyncratic meanings 
developed over time through interactions [70]. Social/group identities 
refer to the meaning identified with group and social circle. Collective/
Social identities create bonding and sense of unity and provide mutual 
strength to act. These three types of identities act simultaneously, in 
different situation and context.

Stryker’s hierarchical approach to identity explains that an 
individual behave in a situation based on matching the identity 
meaning with situation [71]. Behavior depends on salient and 
committed identities [73].

Identity salience refers to the chances of invoking the identity by 
individual self and others in a social context and identity commitment 
mentions the dependency of individual’s relationships on specific 
roles and identities. More committed identity will behave to more 
salient. And more salient identity will perform roles as per expectation 
associated with identity.

Knowledge Holder Identity
Knowledge is a valuable economic [5] and social resource basically 

resides in human minds. As knowledge resource is created and holds 
by individual human beings so individuals play the role of knowledge 
holders. Identity theory helps to explain the individual role as a 
knowledge holder and his knowledge sharing behavior. Identity theory 
focuses on three levels to explains or define the identity: individual/
personal identity, relational/role identity and collective/social identity 
[69]. So to better understand the identity of knowledge holder, we will 
see the identities associated with knowledge holder individual at these 
three levels.

Personal identity of knowledge holder

To review personal identity of a knowledge holder individual, it 
is need to describe set of meaning which are tied to individual self. 
Personal identity may form a perception of having valuable knowledge 
resource and can lead to develop a submissive attitude of holding a 
unique and imitable resource in the form of knowledge. Personal 
identity produces the meaning of power of knowledge ownership 
and invokes to perform the role of knowledge holder, knowledge 
distributer or knowledge integrator in a specific situation and context. 
Personal identity of knowledge holder is consisting of having specific 
value and belief especially concerned with holding, sharing and 
applying knowledge. Like ethical value system will lead individual to 
deal knowledge ethically and if someone have belief of to be involved in 
well-being and benefits of others then he will prefer to share knowledge 
to get intrinsic gains rather than economic or extrinsic benefits. 
Expectation of future self also play a vital role in developing personal 
identity and individual perceive, evaluate and act to develop himself as 
per expected future self.
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Role identity of knowledge holder

Role identity contains the meaning associated with role performed 
by an individual knowledge holder. Individual being a knowledge 
holder identity play different roles according to situations and 
context. When he/she is engage in creating the new knowledge 
through intuitions, past experience, competences and rationality, 
role of knowledge acquire or knowledge generator is performed. When 
individual is present in a social context and sharing or integrating his 
acquired knowledge then he play the role of knowledge distributer or 
knowledge integrator. Different roles enforce him to present different 
attributes of his personality as per requirement and individual may 
contain different behavior as well.

Social identity of knowledge holder

Social identity of an individual knowledge holder is associated 
with the meaning of creating bonding and sense of unity, and provides 
mutual strength to act within a group or in a social context. Knowledge 
holder shows his social identities in the form of affiliation, association 
and commitments with social, racial or religious groups. Social identity 
influence the knowledge sharing behavior of knowledge holder as 
affiliation or association with a specific group or organization will 
motivate to share his specific piece of knowledge to strengthen the 
unity of group and to attain recognition within the group. He develops 
self-recognition among the group of people or friends. Social identity 
of knowledge holder is also dependent to the situation or context in 
which individual is present at a specific time.

Factors Influencing Knowledge Processes at Individual 
Level

Riege [74] proposed seventeen potential individual factors which 
inspire people to hold back their knowledge and avoid sharing. But this 
study categorized these factors into three broad categories: personal 
factors, social factors and economic factors which influence the entire 
process of knowledge (creation, sharing and application) at individual 
level. Factors which highly influence knowledge sharing decisions 
and motivate individuals to distribute or hold their knowledge are 
following.

Personal factors

Knowledge is a source of power for individuals [75-77] which 
provide them sense of ownership, value and uniqueness [78]. 
Individuals have their belief system for the ownership of knowledge 
[52,55]. Fear of losing ownership, power and uniqueness force to show 
the reluctant behave toward knowledge sharing [79,80].

Intrinsic rewards are concerned with personal factors as these 
include personal achievements, self-growth, sense of pleasure and 
accomplishment. Individual can be motivated to share knowledge by 
offering intrinsic rewards [81].  If knowledge holder identity perceive 
that creation, sharing and application of knowledge helps in attaining 
his self-achievements and pleasures then he will show positive 
behave toward knowledge acquiring and sharing. Importance of self-
realization, personal goals and desires, competences and skills and 
personal attributes of an individual personality may affect individual 
behavior toward knowledge creation, sharing and application.

Social factors

Individual knowledge is created and expended when people socially 
interact to each other involving their creative activities [3]. Knowledge 
sharing is involved in the socially interactions of individuals [82,83]. 

Communication is vital element of social interactions. Interactions 
involve verbal and non-verbal communications to acquire and transfer 
knowledge to get maximum benefits from knowledge exchange. Social 
interactions for knowledge sharing are based on attaining the personal 
gains and self interest of both knowledge holder and knowledge taker. 
This argumentation can be supported by the social exchange theory 
which explains the social behavior of human beings in the context of 
social rewards. Individuals or knowledge holders and knowledge takers 
exchange their knowledge and skills for the reciprocal exchange of 
knowledge and gets mutual benefits [84].

Culture is the key factor to develop or generate the knowledge 
sharing behavior. It injects specific elements derived from society 
norms and value to make an individual more individualistic or more 
social. While establishing social interactions, level of trust and mutual 
goals play important role in establishing a knowledge sharing behavior. 
If individual is more concerned about his social status then he will 
behave in a specific way and social context and situation attain central 
role in establishing knowledge sharing behavior.

Economic factors

According to economic exchange theory, human behavior is 
rationally attractive toward personal gain and self-interest so individual 
will behave to toward knowledge sharing when he/she perceive to get 
maximum benefits or reward rather than its cost [52,85]. So there is 
need to propose some extrinsic rewards to individual knowledge 
holders to motivate to exchange their knowledge. Extrinsic rewards 
can initiate to agree knowledge holder to share knowledge but these 
incentives can’t attract knowledge holder for a long time and can only 
facilitate for temporary purposes [86]. Economic value of knowledge 
and risk factor associated with that knowledge also influence individual 
behavior toward knowledge sharing and application.

Knowledge Processes at Individual Level
In organizational context knowledge management processes 

execute at four levels: knowledge creation, knowledge storing, 
knowledge sharing and knowledge application but at individual level 
knowledge processes in social context and usually covers three levels: 
knowledge creation, knowledge sharing and knowledge application 
because knowledge is not stored in the documents, data base and 
other explicit forms. So while examining the knowledge processes 
at individual knowledge holder level, this paper views these three 
processes with the influencing impact of personal, social and economic 
factors and knowledge holder identities.

Knowledge creation

Knowledge holder individual combine and configure existing 
holding knowledge (embedded and inherit), core competences, 
expertise and past experience to create new knowledge. This process is 
occur sometime at individual level and some time with the interaction 
of other but processing of creation occurs in mind in the form of tacit. 
Knowledge creation gives the satisfaction, motivation and inspiration 
to individual for holding a new set of knowledge (self-esteem and 
self-retaliation) and provides a chance to play important role/identity 
of knowledge holder and knowledge integrator further. If created 
knowledge is realized as valid, valued and important than it motivate 
individual to share and apply it. Validity of knowledge is dependent on 
its matching with existing realities and based on the question that how 
much it can explain existing phenomenon.

Rewards and personal gains link with holding a new knowledge 
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motivate individuals to do efforts to create new knowledge. Social factors 
like culture and values, beliefs and norms attached with individual 
identity directed the way to create specific kind of knowledge like in 
cooperative mind set society and collaborative belief set of individual 
will causes to create collectively beneficial knowledge.

Created knowledge can be categorized into two types: (1) intuition 
based knowledge and (2) experience based knowledge. Intuition based 
knowledge is emerged from knowledge exploration and experience 
based knowledge is derived from knowledge exploitation. New 
knowledge is generated or created through intuitions, core competences 
and problemtization. Further this created knowledge is shared and 
applied and during the application of knowledge, past experience 
and specialized skills helps to resolve the issues and this process of 
exploitation of knowledge causes to generate more knowledge which is 
called experience based knowledge.

Knowledge sharing

Al-Hawamdeh [12] suggested focusing the research emphasis on 
individual perspectives and approach rather than organizational view. 
Nonaka and Konno [54] defined the Knowledge sharing behavior of 
individuals which motivate or prevent to share his/her knowledge 
to others. It is difficult to change individual behavior toward sharing 
knowledge especially in organizational environment [84]. Studies 
shows the people reluctant behave in sharing knowledge in spite of 
providing knowledge sharing practices in organizational culture [87].

Knowledge becomes more valuable when it is share. Knowledge in 
mind doesn’t have any price till it is share and offer to apply. Knowledge 
sharing is process to in which an individual knowledge holder share 
or expose his/her acquired or created unique piece of knowledge to 
others. Knowledge sharing may be based on demand or need of others 
(knowledge takers) or may be based on self-interest or personal gain 
of knowledge holder (perceived value or self-esteem). Individual 
usually don’t prefer to share knowledge as they consider it their own 
valuable resource [88] and like to hold it. They cannot be enforced but 
to motivate [89] to share their holding knowledge.

Knowledge sharing behavior is derivative of knowledge sharing 
intention and knowledge sharing intention dependent upon sharing 

attitude, norms and perceived behavioral control [90]. In spite of having 
knowledge sharing attitude and intention, individual have behavior of 
lack of knowledge sharing because knowledge sharing behavior is also 
influenced by many other external factors like intrinsic and extrinsic 
rewards [86] and socio-psychological factors [91] (Figure 3).

Knowledge sharing gets motivation from economic incentives, 
social status and self-realization. Interaction of individual knowledge 
holders and their integration of holding knowledge convert knowledge 
into information (tacit to explicit). Communication plays the vital role 
(verbal and non-verbal) in the process of knowledge sharing. In social 
context knowledge is usually shared in informal way. Social ties get 
importance in knowledge sharing. Strong social connections motivate 
to share created knowledge more frequently. Like knowledge holder 
individual is motivated to share and transfer his knowledge toward his 
blood relation, peer group (transferring expertise from father to son). 
Flow of knowledge sharing is more within the horizontal stream of ties 
like peer group, same age group and social friend circle rather than 
horizontal ties like senior to junior, father to son etc. Level of trust and 
mutual goals leads to share knowledge [92].

In the process of knowledge sharing, individual knowledge holders 
interact with each other through value proposition. Value may be 
proposed in the form of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, mutual goals, 
self-realization etc. and knowledge are shared for reciprocal exchange 
of knowledge. Knowledge sharing is not a one way process but two 
ways. If one individual knowledge holder is presenting his specific 
knowledge to share than reciprocally he/she is also getting some piece 
of knowledge from knowledge taker. So in social context expectation of 
mutual value also enforce individuals to share their knowledge.

Knowledge application/utilization

Knowledge application is the way to make knowledge more active 
and supportive the value creating procedure [93]. Knowledge is used 
for well-being of individual self and others. Knowledge is used in the 
process of knowledge creation. Knowledge is applied in day to day 
activities to get solutions for common issues. Knowledge application 
generates building blocks for the procedure of knowledge creation as 
applying a new or previous knowledge provide new sort of experience 

Knowledge processes at Individual Level 
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Figure 3: Knowledge processes at individual level.
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and enhance competences of individuals which play vital role in 
generating new knowledge. Knowledge application is not a static 
process but dynamic. It also causes to generate new knowledge during 
the process of application or leads to exploration from exploitation of 
knowledge.

By keeping in view the concept of service dominant logic [94], 
where service is defined as the application of competences and skills 
(knowledge can also be defined as competences and specialized skills) 
for the benefits of others, knowledge application can be defined as 
service (applying knowledge) as knowledge is used for well-being of 
self and others [95]. During the process of knowledge application, 
individual knowledge holders integrate their operant resources 
(knowledge) to co-create mutual beneficial value through reciprocal 
exchange of knowledge [96,97].

Conclusion
Knowledge reside, store and hold in human minds so individual 

play the role of knowledge holder. It is important to understand 
the processes of knowledge creation, sharing and application at 
individual level in social context along with considering the knowledge 
management processes at organizational level. Knowledge processes 
are influenced by number of factors but in this paper I categorized 
these into three main categories: personal, social and economic which 
affect the process of knowledge creation, sharing and application in 
different ways. While studying the knowledge processes at individual 
level, it is also essential to consider the importance of different identities 
associated with individual. I included the three levels of individual’s 
identity (personal identity, role identity and social identity) while 
examining the role of knowledge holder in knowledge processes. This 
paper concludes that knowledge processes at individual level is highly 
influenced by three factors (personal, social and economic) and by 
three levels of identities (personal, role and social).
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